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Useful contact numbers    

Parts of your Madiba buggy

How do I transport the buggy?

How do I seat the buggy user?

How do I use the tilt in space?

The back to seat angle wedge

How do I use the lap tray?

How do I use the buggy outdoors?

How do I care for my back by safe lifting?

Health and safety for the buggy user

How should the buggy be used during daily activities?

How do I clean the Madiba buggy?

How and when do I service the buggy?

Has this buggy been changed in any way?

Follow up records

Product information and warranties
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 1    head cushion 
 2    push handle 
 3    back cushion 
 4    lateral cushion 
 5    back to seat angle wedge
 6    seat cushion 
 7    lap tray and bracket 
 8    buck and cover 
 9    abduction cushion/pommel 
10   safety clip, toggle and catch 
11   tilt in space 
12   rear wheel
13   castor  
14   footrest
15   lap belt
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4. Put the small open back to 
seat angle wedge against the 
larger back cushion.

open back to seat angle wedge





As children under the age of 5 years have not yet developed a lumbar 
lordosis, young children will typically sit with a kyphotic posture. The 
open seat to backrest wedge is an additional foam wedge for therapists 
to utilise when seating children who have kyphotic spinal postures, 
which need to be accommodated. It is also in replacement of the 
previous rectangular shaped lumbar cushion. The wedge serves as a 
guideline for therapists, as the dimensions of each wedge may need 
to be adapted for each child, to ensure that the support is optimal and 
appropriate for the child. It is of the utmost importance that once the 
wedge is inserted, the seating practitioner trains the parent / caregiver 
on the order of placement of the backrest cushions, to ensure that 
the wedge is correctly used. The wedge can be glued to one of the 
backrest cushions for stability. The use of an open seat to backrest 
wedge is an intermediate seating technique, and should only be used 
in instances where a thorough assessment has been completed, and 
the use of the wedge deemed appropriate.

The back to seat angle wedge










